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Abstract. This paper describes a novel and efficient approach that integrates
clothing similarity into face identification process in personal photos. The in-
formation extracted from people’s clothes would be helpful if they are dissimilar,
however, this information could make errors and noise if we have some people
with similar clothes. To resolve this problem, we propose here a better method-
ology that exploits clothing similarity. The main idea is summarized as follows:
if a person is well identified in a detected face, instead to reinforce this person in
every face (in other photo) with similar clothes, we contest her/him in every face
with dissimilar clothes. The weight and the influence of the information extracted
from a face in a photo to another face depend on the spatiotemporal distance be-
tween photos, the similarity degree between the clothes and the incertitude level
about their real identities. We utilize belief functions theory in order to man-
age efficiently the imprecision and the uncertainty. Besides, the results obtained
showed off the interest of our approach.

1 Introduction & Previous Work

Every user of digital photo technologies regularly found himself with large collection
of images to annotate for browsing and later photo retrieval. So, lot of systems have
been conceived with the aim of helping users to index and annotate their personal pho-
tos. Some systems are web based, as they permit the users to share online the photos
with their communities. Also, other systems are accessible by mobile devices (GSM,
PDA,...) which allow users a realtime photo sharing [6, 9, 13]. In order to retrieve these
shared photos, there are many ways to organize them but the most current ways are:

– Indexing by dates: time-taken;
– Indexing by location: place-taken;
– Indexing by people’s identities: photographed people.

The date and location are encoded in photo as a timestamp of creation date and GPS
coordinates, so the indexing by date or location can be an automatic and quit reliable
process. Also in the case of cameraphone, the radio cell id can be used as local iden-
tification [6]. But the indexing by people’s identities is very difficult to make it as an
automatic process. In personal photos the faces have various sizes, positions and image
qualities. To resolve people’s identities in photo, some systems use contextual infor-
mation (e.g. date, local, events, comments analysis, social data, co-presence detection
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using bluetooth...) either lonely or combining with face recognition outputs [6, 12].
Clothes appearance has been investigated in many work. The authors in [1] describe

a technique for building a composite photo that represents an event. Their approach clas-
sifies the photos in four classes using K-NN algorithm and clothing similarity (color and
texture). The clothes are region of upper body that can be localized by a face detection.
The representative photo of a folder includes four sub photos of faces (cluster centers)
and a main photo that contains the maximum number of faces. In[18] a technique
of semi-automated face annotation was detailed. The proposed technique combines the
both recognition results (face recognition, and clothing similarity), and deals with miss-
ing features of face or clothes. The latter is named contextual features and they are ex-
tracted from the extended face region. The authors used a fusion technique based on
conditional probability. In [3], a system of face semi-automated annotation combines
the face similarity, clothing similarity and uniqueness constraint (no person appears in
the same photo twice) by a loopy belief propagation (LBP). The clothing similarity is
used for the photos of the same event (interval of 4 or 6 hours)and clothing features
(color and texture) are extracted from the upper body region. The position of this re-
gion is relative to the detected frontal face. In this last work, in order to avoid the errors
engendered by clothing similarity, the latter is less weighted compared to face recog-
nition. The paper [16] describes a personal photos clustering approach based on face
recognition and clothing similarity. The clothes pieces are localized by face detector,
and the vector feature is based on descriptors of colors and texture. In addition, it pro-
poses a method for skin detection that exploits face color, and the detected skin will not
be used for further computing. The scores of face recognition and clothing similarity
are combined linearly, so the result score is integrated in logistic function (likelihood
measuring) in order to compute the similarity between faces. The uniqueness constraint
is integrated in the clustering algorithm (K-means) as a hard constraint.

The aim of our system is to suggest the metadata list (people’s identities) of each
detected face in the image. Given two faces which are detected in two different photos
with a small spatiotemporal gap, then their clothes features are extracted. In previous
work [18, 3, 16], the use of clothing similarity exploits essentially this idea: If clothing
similarity is high, the identities of faces are probably thesame. So, for a face to iden-
tify, every person who has already been detected with similar clothes in other photo of
the same event (same date and place) will be reinforced, thuspushed forward in the
candidates list. This method is called reinforcing strategy. Another strategy (our con-
tribution in this paper) is called contesting strategy thatexploits the following idea: if
clothing dissimilarity is high, the identities of faces areprobably different. So, for a face
to identify, every person who has already been detected withdissimilar clothes in other
photo will be contested, thus pushed back into candidates list. The contesting strategy is
more logic than reinforcing strategy because, photographed people would be with sim-
ilar color and texture of their upper bodies (similar clothes and skin). Then, we can’t
identify with certainty a face only via its clothing similarity. However, the use of cloth-
ing similarity could provide us with certainty the non-matching between a detected face
and a given person identity that we know his/her clothes. In [16], the clothing similarity
becomes misleading in the case of people with similar clothes. Also, for this reason, the
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clothing similarity is less weighted than face recognitionin [3]. The reinforcing strategy
results important errors in the case of people with similar clothes.

In our previous work [11] , we proposed a method based on belief functions for
combining face detection, face recognition and gender recognition, and we introduced
a logic-based information named Inter-Zones (or uniqueness constraint). The later con-
sists to contest every person who has already recognized in another face of the same
photo. The thesis [10] details more our system and it explains how we have combined
the information extracted from audio-textual comments, spatiotemporal data and the
information extracted from image analysis tools. Our personal-photos indexing system
was integrated in a web-based system ”Someone” [2] of multimedia documents index-
ing and sharing, and it includes two major information sources:

IA: Image Analysis it includes three tools: Face Detection−FD−, Face Recognition
−FR− and Gender recognition−GR−;

CA: Comments Analysis it consists of recognizing the people who were quoted in
textual and vocal comments.

However, in our precedent work, we identify people’s identities in photo without taking
into account the information that could be extracted from clothes.

In this paper we won’t use ”comment analysis”CA, but we will focus on ”images
analysis”IA and a tool of Clothing SimilarityCS. So, we integrate the information is-
sued from others photos of the same collection for face identification process. Thereby,
each face in a given photo will take part in the decision for resolving the identity of
all faces of other photos. It depends on spatiotemporal distance between photos, image
analysis (IA) results and the clothing similarity. Belief functions theory has been cho-
sen in our fusion process in order to manage imprecision and uncertainty. Many works
attempt to compare the formal framework of this theory to several other methods of
information fusion, like the probabilistic methods, the possibility theory and to linear
combination. For the multimodality fusion, the belief functions are introduced in many
systems, and it was compared with success to many others techniques of fusion like
possibility and linear combination [4].

This paper is organized into the following sections. Secondsection gives a sum-
mary of belief function theory, particularly the rules thatwill be called in our proposed
approach. Third section describes our fusion process, followed by a section that gives
our evaluation and preliminary results. Lastly, we draw ourconclusion.

2 Belief Functions Theory

Here, we recall basics of this theory, especially the tools that we will use in our fusion
process.Dempster’s work on lower and upper limits of probability distributions [7]
allowsShaferto build the fundamental of belief functions theory [14].

Let X be an unknown form and,Ψ a non empty finite set ofq assumptions (about
the reality ofX), also called the frame of discernment:

Ψ = {h1, h2, . . . , hq}. (1)
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Let S be an information source (or piece of evidence) which gives data about the mem-
bership betweenX and the elements of2Ψ . A basic probability assignment or mass
functionmΨ

S [X ] maps2Ψ to the interval[0, 1] and satisfies this condition:

∑

A∈2Ψ

mΨ
S [X ](A) = 1. (2)

mΨ
S [X ](A) represents the degree of belief attributed exactly to the subsetA of Ψ , this

can’t be divided between the elements ofA. The belief functionbelΨS [X ] maps2Ψ to
[0,1], it can be derived from the mass function using this formula:

belΨS [X ](A) =
∑

B/B⊆A

mΨ
S [X ](B) ∀ A ∈ 2Ψ . (3)

This measure may be interpreted as the minimum degree of belief attributed toA.

2.1 Data Combining Rules

Given two information sourcesS1 andS2 (or two pieces of evidence). To identifyX , we
derived two mass functionsmΨ

S1
[X ] andmΨ

S2
[X ] from S1 andS2 respectively. These

functions can be incorporated in one mass function by the conjunctive combination rule,
noted by∩©. It is defined for allA ∈ 2Ψ as follows:

mΨ
S3

[X ](A) = (mΨ
S1

[X ] ∩©mΨ
S2

[X ])(A); (4)

=
∑

B∩C=A

mΨ
S1

[X ](B).mΨ
S2

[X ](C). (5)

Hence, the degree of conflict betweenS1 andS2 is the mass attributed to∅. In order to
work in a closed world so thatΨ must be exhaustive (include all possible assumptions)
and the mass attributed to∅ must be null, we useDempster’s rule of combination noted
by⊕, also called orthogonal rule. It is defined for allA ∈ 2Ψ − ∅ as follows:

mΨ
S4

[X ](A) = (mΨ
S1

[X ] ⊕ mΨ
S2

[X ])(A); (6)

=
mΨ

S3
[X ](A)

1 − mΨ
S3

[X ](∅)
; (7)

mΨ
S4

[X ](∅) = 0. (8)

Dempster’s rule is possible only ifS1 andS2 are not in total conflict, in other words if
mΨ

S3
[X ](∅) < 1. The functionmΨ

S1
[X ](Ψ) = 1 is a neutral element of ”⊕”:

mΨ
S1

[X ]⊕ mΨ
S [X ] = mΨ

S [X ] ∀S. (9)

And the functionmΨ
S1

[X ](hi) = 1 is an absorber element of ”⊕”:

mΨ
S1

[X ] ⊕ mΨ
S [X ] = mΨ

S1
[X ] ∀S, with mΨ

S1
[X ] ∩©mΨ

S [X ](∅) < 1. (10)
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2.2 Decision Making

There are several kinds of decision rules employed in the evidence theory. One of those
methods was proposed byPh. Smets[15]. It transforms the evidence model to a proba-
bility model by a function notedBetPmΨ

S
[X](.). It is called pignistic probability func-

tion, which is formalized for allhi as follows:

BetPmΨ
S

[X](hi) =
1

1 − mΨ
S [X ](∅)

∑

A∈2Ψ /hi∈A

mΨ
S [X ](A)

|A|
. (11)

|A| represents the cardinality ofA.

2.3 Processing Time

Evidently, working with2|Ψ | = 2q sets ofΨ expands the fusion processing time. In
order to resolve this problem we have developed an algorithmthat deals only with non-
null values of mass function (focal elements). This algorithm will be explained in a
future paper.

3 Fusion Process

This section explains how we integrate the clothing similarity in the process of people’s
identities identification in personal-photos. We will try to combine the result of cloth-
ing similarity (CS) with one of our current image analysisIA using two strategies:
contesting and reinforcing. To start with, we will extract two mass functions from the
information sourcesIA andCS. Then we combine them into a unique mass function
for metadata (people’s identities) relevant measuring.

3.1 Notations

We introduce now some basic annotation that we will use in therest of this paper.
Given a userU and its address bookB, the later represent a set ofN known people to
the userU . Each person is represented in this set by: its names (last name, first name
and nicknames), its face images, its gender and its id.

B = {P1, P2, ..., Pi...., PN}. (12)

Then, to identify any face we use these exhaustive and exclusive discernment frame:

Ω = {P1, P2, ..., Pi...., PN , UM, UF, noFace}. (13)

UM andUF denote unknown male and unknown female respectively. This frame is ex-
haustive and exclusive because the reality of each detectedface is an unique assumption
of Ω. I symbolizes a photos collection:

I = {I1, I2, ..., Is, ..., IS}. (14)
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Each photoIs is accompanied with two metadata, photo-taken timets and photo-taken
place coordinates (GPS coordinates).Fs denotes the set, if the faces that have been
detected byFD (face detector) in photoIs:

Fs = {Fs,1, Fs,2, ..., Fs,f , ..., Fs,z(s)}. (15)

z(s) is the number of faces that have been detected in photoIs. So, we determine the
clothes detached to these faces:

Rs = {Rs,1, Rs,2, ..., Rs,f , ..., Rs,z(s)}. (16)

Rs,f denotes a part of the clothes attached to the faceFs,f (a part of upper body region).

3.2 Images Analysis: IA

We seek to identify a faceFs,f . So, for this face we have four information sources:
face detection (FD) , face recognizer (FR), gender recognizer (GR) and uniqueness
constraint (IZ). All these information are aggregated inIA as follows:

mΩ
IA[Fs,f ] = mΩ

FD[Fs,f ] ⊕ mΩ
FR[Fs,f ] ⊕ mΩ

GR[Fs,f ] ⊕ mΩ
IZ [Fs,f ]. (17)

For more detail we refer the reader to [11].

3.3 Clothing Similarity: CS

In photos collectionI, there arer detected faces, thusr associated clothing parts (with
r = (z(1) + ... + z(S))). Each face and its clothing in a photo different toIs will
be considered as an information source for identifying the faceZs,f , consequently we
obtainr − z(s) information sources.

Contesting Strategy. Always, we try to identify the faceFs,f . Let Fs′,f ′ be another
face (withs 6= s′ andf ′ ∈ {1, ..., z(s′)}) andRs′,f ′ be its related clothes, the masses
function issued fromRs′,f ′ about the metadataPi can be as follows:

imΩ
Rs′,f′

[Fs,f ](Pi) = α(s,f),(s′,f ′).bel
Ω
IA[Fs′,f ′ ](Pi); (18)

imΩ
Rs′,f′

[Fs,f ](Ω) = 1 − imΩ
Rs′,f′

[Fs,f ](Pi). (19)

With belΩIA[Fs′,f ′ ](Pi, ) be the credibility measure about the assumption that the person
Pi is the real identity of the faceFs′,f ′ . It is derived from the mass function 17 using the
equation 3.Pi represents the union of all elements ofΩ exceptPi. This mass function
associates belief degree to two sets; the incertitudeΩ and to opposite of a personPi. It is
called contesting strategy because it could reduce the pertinence degree of the metadata
Pi and can’t increase it. The coefficientα(s,f),(s′,f ′) is computed as follows:

α(s,f),(s,f ′) = Φd(d(Is, Is′)).Φt(t(Is, Is′)).(1 − Φh(h(Rs,f , Rs′,f ′))). (20)

With:
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– d(Is, Is′ ) be the geographical distance betweenIs andIs′ .
– t(Is, Is′) be the time between time-taken ofIs and time-taken ofIs′ .
– h(Rs,f , Rs′,f ′) be the similarity degree betweenRs,f andRs′,f ′ .
– Φd be an increasing function that mapsd(Is, Is′) to interval [0, 1]. The more the

distance is small, the more its value tends towards1.
– Φt be an increasing function that mapst(Is, Is′) to interval [0, 1]. The more the

temporal gape is small, the more its value tends towards1.
– Φh be an increasing function that mapsh(Rs,f , Rs′,f ′) to interval[0, 1]. The more

similarity measure is high, the more its value tends towards1.

The functionsΦd, can be a logistic regression functions as follows:

φd(dist(Is, Is′)) =
1

1 + exp(−λd.d(Is, Is′) + δd)
. (21)

The parametersλd andδd permit us to determine a fuzzy threshold between the two
opposite situations, near and far geographically. Besides, it is easy to optimize analyt-
ically these parameters. We can say the same thing forΦt andΦh. Theses parameters
can be updated and learned by a relevance feedback. The mass functionimΩ

Rs′,f′
[Fs,f ]

verifies these axioms:

– The moret(Is, Is′) or d(Is, Is′ ) or h(Rs,f , Rs′,f ′) is high orbelΩIA[Fs′,f ′ ](Pi) is
low, the weak contestation. In other words, the belief degree allocated to incertitude
(Ω) become high, as a result the functionimΩ

Rs′,f′
[Fs,f ] become more neutral (no

information).
– The moret(Is, Is′) andd(Is, Is′ ) are lowh(Rs,f , Rs′,f ′) andbelΩIA[Fs′,f ′ ](Pi) is

high, the high contestation.

The masse function 18 is issued fromRs′,f ′ but it is specific to the metadataPi. So the
absolute mass function issued fromRs′,f ′ could be computed as follows:

mΩ
Rs′,f′

[Fs,f ] =

N⊕

i=1

imΩ
Rs′,f′

[Fs,f ]. (22)

Finally, the mass function issued from all clothes (to identify Fs,f ) is the fusion of all
mass function issued from other faces in other photos:

mΩ
CS [Fs,f ] =

⊕

(s′=1,...N ; f ′=1,...z(s′))/(s′ 6=s)

mΩ
Rs′,f′

[Fs,f ]. (23)

Reinforcing Strategy. The belief function theory allows us without difficulty to ex-
change the contesting strategy to reinforcing strategy. The later is used in several works
[3, 16, 18] but with other fusion techniques like linear combining and conditional prob-
ability. If we want working with reinforcing strategy, the equations 18 and19 become:

imΩ
Rs′,f′

[Fs,f ](Pi) = α′
(s,f),(s′,f ′).bel

Ω
IA[Fs′,f ′ ](Pi); (24)

imΩ
Rs′,f′

[Fs,f ](Ω) = 1 − imΩ
Rs′,f′

[Fs,f ](Pi). (25)
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This mass function associates belief degrees to two sets: the incertitudeΩ and a person
{Pi}. It is called reinforcing strategy because it could increase the pertinence degree of
the metadataPi and it can’t never reduce it. The coefficientα′

(s,f),(s′,f ′) is computed as
follows:

α′
(s,f),(s′,f ′) = Φd(dist(Is, Is′)).Φt(t(Is, Is′)).Φh(h(Rs,f .Rs′,f ′)). (26)

In the reinforcing strategy the mass functionimΩ
Rs′,f′

[Fs,f ] verifies these axioms:

– The moret(Is, Is′) or d(Is, Is′) or h(Rs,f , Rs′,f ′) is high orbelΩIA[Fs′,f ′ ](Pi) is
low, the weak reinforcing (neutral mass function).

– The moret(Is, Is′) andd(Is, Is′ ) are low andh(Rs,f , Rs′,f ′) andbelΩIA[Fs′,f ′ ](Pi)
are high, the high reinforcing.

Then, we compute the unique mass function issued from clothes recognitionCS as
follows (as equations 22 and 23):

mΩ
CS [Fs,f ] =

⊕

(s′=1,...N ; f ′=1,...z(s′))/(s′ 6=s)

(

N⊕

i=1

imΩ
Rs′,f′

[Fs,f ]). (27)

3.4 Suggested Metadata List

Finally, For a faceFs,f , we combine the mass functions issued fromIA (equation
17) and fromCS (equation 23 if we use contesting strategy, or equation 27 ifwe use
reinforcing strategy):

mΩ
IACS[Fs,f ] = mΩ

IA[Fs,f ] ⊕ mΩ
CS [Fs,f ]. (28)

Then, we compute the probability pignoistic for each element of Ω using the equation
11. The suggested metadata list will be ranked according to these probability values. In
other words, the metadataPi is high ranked thanPi′ (with i′ ∈ {1, ...N}) if:

BetPmmΩ
IACS

[Fs,f ](Pi) ≥ BetPmmΩ
IACS

[Fs,f ](Pi′ ). (29)

This list will be suggested to user for the faceFs,f annotation.

4 Experimentation

In this section we present the technique that we have used forclothes detections and
segmentation, followed by experiment and evaluation results.

4.1 Clothes Detection and Segmentation

This paper focuses on a new method for combining face recognition and clothing sim-
ilarity. But, we can integrate any available clothing detection and segmentation in our
fusion process. We present a simple technique in order to extract the feature vectors of
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clothes and computing the similarity between them. If we want to photograph a person,
the face is the most interesting and the upper body appears often. That is because we
have chosen to utilize the upper body. We use a tool to detect only the frontal faces [17],
hence we localize easily the upper body region if a face is detected. For this goal we use
a simple technique that is shown in figure 1, it is inspirited from [3] and [16]. The face
detector provides us the coordinates((xf

1 , y
f
1 ), (xf

2 , y
f
2 )) of two extreme points of face

bounding box. Thus, the coordinates of two extreme points ofbounding box of upper
body region are computed as follows:

xr
1 = max{0, x

f
1 − ρ1.(x

f
2 − x

f
1 )}; (30)

yr
1 = min{H, y

f
2 + ρ2.(y

f
2 − y

f
1 )}; (31)

xr
2 = min{W, x

f
2 + ρ1.(x

f
2 − x

f
1 )}; (32)

yr
2 = min{H, y

f
2 + ρ3.(y

f
2 − y

f
1 )}. (33)

W andH denote the width and the height of the photo. The positive valuesρ1, ρ2 and
ρ3 allow us to determinate the position and dimensions of upperbody region according
to the ones of the detected face (ρ2 < ρ3).

Fig. 1. A detected face and its rectangular part of upper body (a clothes part).

In our experiment, the feature vector ofRs,f is based on color descriptors. The color
are quantified intoHSV color space (hue, saturation, value) in168 bins in such a way
that18 bins for hue,3 bins four saturation,3 bins for value and4 bins for gray level
[8]. The percentages of these quantified colors represent the elements of clothes feature
vector. To measure the similarity betweenRs,f andRs′,f ′ , we employed this function
[5]:

h(Rs,f , Rs′,f ′) =

∑168
c=1 min(ps,f (c), ps′,f ′(c))

min(
∑168

c=1 ps,f(c),
∑168

c=1 ps′,f ′(c))
. (34)

With ps,f (c) (resp.ps′,f ′(c)) represents the percentage of colorc in Rs,f (resp.Rs′,f ′).
This similarity function values belong to the interval[0, 1]. The big value of this func-
tion is, the high similarity between clothes.
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4.2 Results

The objective of this evaluation is to validate the choice between reinforcing and con-
testing strategies. We used an address book that contains4 people.90 photos have been
collected, each photo showing only one known person.12 images have been used as
model for face recognition tool (FR) such that3 images for each person. In fact we
will produce the metadata lists for78 = 90 − 12 faces (all have been detected and,
there is no false positive or false negative of face detection tool FD). All images are
taken in the same day and in the same building (The photographed persons were in dis-
similar clothes). The clothes in the photos model ofFR are not taken into consideration.
We produced the metadata for the78 faces. From this initial collection, we extracted
another one, where we change the colors of clothes (the extracted rectangular region
of upper body). We did that in order to get people with similarclothes (two person
with a red clothes and two others with green clothes); in fact, we have used two narrow
Gaussian distributions for clothes painting, the center ofthe first was fixed on the red
color and the center of the second was fixed on the green color.Now, we have two col-
lections, the first one with similar clothing and the other being dissimilar. We use each
collection separately in order to evaluate these strategies: ”without clothing similarity
(images analysisIA only)”, ”using clothing similarity with reinforcing strategy”, and
”using clothing recognition with contesting strategy”. All photo of our corpus belong
to the same event (at the same day and in the same place). So, webelieve that for these
two collections, the approaches detailed in [18, 3, 16] willgive the approximate results
to our reinforcing strategy, because they are based only on reinforcing strategy and we
have only one event.

The ROC curves are computed according to metadata scores (pignistic probability).
The figure 2 shows the ROC related to the first collection (people in dissimilar clothes).
We observe that the use of clothing similarity improves the accuracy of face identifica-
tion in personal photos and there isn’t a big difference between the results of the two
strategies reinforcing and contesting. However, the lateris better in the beginning (in-
terval [0, 0.05] of false positive rate). The figure 3 shows the ROC curves related to
the second collection (people in similar clothes). We can say that the use of reinforc-
ing strategy is negatively influenced and reduce significantly the system accuracy. But
contesting strategy resists more to the noise engendered bysimilar clothes, further it
becomes better from the point ”false positive rate0.22”. After all, contesting strategy
showed the best results and it is better adapted to photo albums, specially, when we
have people with similar appearance.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed an original approach that uses an external information
source for face identification process. On one hand, we attempted to take advantage
from the similarity between clothes and the spatiotemporaldistances between photos.
On the other hand, we tried to use this external information source correctly in order to
avoid maximum generation and accumulation of errors. We have seen that, the problem
of persons with similar clothes can be reduced without either making clothing similarity
unavailable (hard constraint) or less weighted. In addition, the spatiotemporal data was
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Fig. 2.ROC curves according to thresholds on metadata score, and using the photo collection that
contains people in dissimilar clothes.

Fig. 3.ROC curves according to thresholds on metadata score, and using the photo collection that
contains people in similar clothes.

exploited with a flexible manner and without quantification (no events detection). Note
that belief function theory allowed us to deal with our problem efficiently thanks to its
capacity of uncertainty modeling and representation. The experimentations showed off
clearly the benefit of our approach, the results can be re-ameliorate with the use of an
advanced technique of clothes segmentation. In future, we will use this approach for
video annotation and present our relevance feedback for parameters updating.
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